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Parallel Computing at UCSB

There are several steps needed in order to use the cluster.

1) Log onto the CNSI webpage (here) and create an account. For most things I think that we
will encounter, selecting parallel or highly parallel as the primary job type is most appropriate.

2) Download Cyberduck (here); the link is halfway down the webpage.

3) Log into the Cyberduck interface using the SFTP protocol with port 22. The server is
“knot.cnsi.ucsb.edu”.

4) Create a folder for your files and upload all of your files

5) Upload your files and create a “.job” file using a text editor. Below is an example of a text
file uploaded to the cluster.

calibration same.job

#!/bin/csh

#PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=12,walltime=500:00:00

#PBS -m be

#PBS -M enusbaum@umail.ucsb.edu

cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR

/sw/MatLab/R2014b/bin/matlab -nodisplay -nodesktop -nosplash -logfile calib_same < Calibration_same.m

# end

The main points of the job file are as follows. The second line tells the cluster to use 1
node with 12 workers for a maximum runtime of 500 hours. I believe that the max runtime
is 800 hours. The fourth tells the cluster to email you when the job is finished, though it
hasn’t worked since they ran some updates a while back. Typically, I just log into Cyberduck
periodically to check the log file. The fifth line is the standard working directory for using the
knots on the cluster. The last line tells the cluster to use MatLab 2014b and where to find
the MatLab program. It also specifies to store the logfile from the file “Calibration same.job”
as the file “calib same,” supresses the display of the splash screen, supresses the command
window on the desktop, supresses X commands, and tells matlab to create a logfile.
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6) Submit your file to the cluster: Open up the terminal and enter “ssh -X username@knot.cnsi.ucsb.edu”.
You will then be prompted to enter your password. Set the working directory of your files in
Cyberduck using “cd ‘directory’ ”. Lastly, submit your job using “qsub file.job”.

7) Check your job status using “qstat -a” or “ qstat -u ‘username’ ”. You can also delete your
job using “qdel job number”.

As a final note, it is generally advisable to check to make sure all of your code works using a
simplified version of your problem prior to sending it to the cluster. DO NOT test and debug your
code on the cluster. First and foremost, sending code to the cluster uses MatLab licenses, which
costs UCSB money. Second, there are only so many available nodes and taking up a node prevents
others from using it. Lastly, depending on the type of model that you’re working with, your code
may take several days to run/converge/solve. If your code is buggy and sends you a nonsensical
answer, you’ve just wasted days of your time.
————————————————————–
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